
Identification 
Subject 

(code, title, credits) 

Proverbs Interpretation  

3 credits (6 ECTS credits) 

Department English Language and Literature Department 

Program 

(undergraduate, 

graduate) 

Undergraduate 

Term Spring, 2018 

Instructor, title  Lydia Gamidova 

E-mail: lgamidova@khazar.org  

Phone: 4217916 (ext. 271, 230) 

Classroom/hours 4 

 Office hours As scheduled 

Prerequisites ESL Advanced, Grammar Advanced 

Language  English 

Compulsory/Electi

ve 

Compulsory 

Required textbooks 

and course 

materials 

1. Idioms Organizer, Jon Wright 

2. English Vocabulary in Use (upper-intermediate), Michael McCarting, Felicity O’Dell 

3.Test your Vocabulary in Use 

4. Essential Idioms in English. Robert J.Dixon 

5.How to speak and write better English. D.D.Vaid 

6. The New First Aid in English. Angus Maciver 

Course outline The course is intended for both intermediate and advanced level students taking training at 

English medium universities to meet academic requirements of the English language 

curriculum. It is designed to enhance conversational and writing skills and deepen cross-

cultural understanding. Idioms and proverbs are presented in realistic and entertaining 

contexts. 

Course objectives   to help students learn to understand an enjoy figurative language 

 to help English learners overcome some of the obstacles in learning and mastering 

new language 

 to provide examples of colloquial usage and promote critical thinking 

 to facilitate understanding 

 to increase fluency and comprehension of students whose first language is not 

English 

Learning outcomes On completion of the course students will be able to: 

1. interpret the meaning of colloquial proverbs and sayings 

2. decode the important cultural message embedded in common proverbs 

3. comment on a situation using proverbs and idiomatic expressions  

4. find Azerbaijani/Russian equivalents to many English proverbs in use them in their 

texts 

5. understand English proverbs metaphorically and figuratively  

Teaching methods Lecture   

Group discussion  

Written interpretation of proverbs  

Evaluation  Methods Date/deadlines Percentage (%) 

Midterm Exam  35 

mailto:lgamidova@khazar.org


Writing: interpreting a 

proverb (mid & fin) 

 20 

Class Participation  10 

Final Exam  35 

Others   

Total   100 

Policy COURSE POLICIES 

 Attendance (Lateness): It is important absences can be detrimental to one’s grade due to 

the number of class activities (presentations, and class participation) and complexity of the 

subject. In case the students are late for more than 10 minutes after the beginnings of 

lessons, he/she will be marked as absent. 

 Class participation: For every three unexcused absences, one (1) point will be deducted 

from the grade point average. More than 20% of absences during the course is excessive. 

Free participation is discouraged.    

 Missed exams or assignments: A notification should be given in advance if the student is 

unable to attend the scheduled presentation or test. Full class participation and completion 

of assigned homework are necessary. 

 Academic Dishonesty: Any plagiarism while studying will be severely penalized (by a 

non-pass for the course). Reference should be given to the sources used in the work. 

However, any research paper consisting of references and citations only, without further 

analysis by the student, will not be acceptable either. Cheating during the tests will be 

penalized likewise.  

 In class regulations: With exception of plain drinking water, no food or beverages 

(including chewing gums) are allowed during the classes. Students are not allowed to use 

their mobile phones for making phone calls, texting and surfing internet (unless the 

instructor has given specific assignment).  

 Teacher evaluation: In the end of the course (possibly even twice during the whole 

semester) the students will be requested to evaluate their teacher's work and encouraged to 

take it seriously as their evaluation can help with further developments in the given subject.  

GRADING 

Course grades will be based on daily work, classroom participation, attendance, homework, 

objective and subjective quizzes and exams, presentations and research. 

Tentative Schedule 

W
e

ek
 

Topics Textbook/Assignments/Reading   

1  Introduction of the course: purpose, content, 

evaluation, types of activities 

Content: “Time is Money” 

Write and speak about… 

Find Azerbaijani (Russian) equivalents (if any) and 

decode the message embedded in the proverbs 

2 Content: “Matrimony”, “Love” Exercises (Units 2,3,4) 

Choose the proverb and interpret its meaning 

3 Content: “Knowledge” Units 5,6,7 

Interpret 

Unit 55 



Units 60,61,62,63 

71-Reading 

4 Topic: “Friendship” Units 67,68,72,73 

Interpret the words of the main character 

5 Content: “Health” Units 6,7,8 

Unit 128 

6 No classes. Novruz holidays.  

7 Content: “Honesty & Dishonesty”, “Secrets” Exercises Unit 54  

Find equivalents 

Ex-es: Units 14-17 

8 Topics: “Moods Change”, “Sleep & Dreams”,  Ex-es Units 18-22 

Units 66, 48-52 

9 Revision 

Midterm Exam 

Units 23-27 

10 Topics: “Speed”, “Food”, “Hunger” Units 23,29 

Interpret and find equivalents 

11 Try translating some idioms from your native 

language into English 

Exercises: Michael McCarthy, Felicity O’Dell. 

English Vocabulary in Use 

Units 25-31 

 

 

Units 88 

12 Interpreting idioms and proverbs from native into 

English language describing people 

Unit 82 (English Vocabulary in Use) 

13 Interpreting (translating) idioms and proverbs from 

native into English language describing feelings or 

mood  

Unit 83 (English Vocabulary in Use) 

Write a commentary on the idioms proverb which 

hasn’t lost its value 

14 Interpreting (translating) idioms and proverbs from 

native into English language describing problematic 

situations, praise and criticism, using language 

Units 84,85,86 

Exercises Units 40-45 (Idioms Organizer) 

15  Revision Exercises 

Miscellaneous Proverbs 

 

16 Final Exam  

 


